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 Features of chair
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 Design: The LAKERA chair has a
unique and contemporary design,
with a low-profile seat and a high
backrest that curves around the
sides of the chair. The chair's frame
is made of durable steel, which is
available in different finishes to
match different decor styles.

1.

Materials: The LAKERA chair is made
of high-quality materials, including
premium leather upholstery and
durable steel frame. The leather
upholstery is available in different
colors and finishes, providing a
range of options to match different
decor styles.

 
 Versatility:  The LAKERA  chair is a

versatile piece of furniture that can
be used in various settings, including
living rooms, bedrooms, and home
offices. It is also suitable for
commercial spaces like waiting areas
and lounges.

Comfort:  The LAKERA chair is
designed for maximum comfort, with
a padded seat and backrest that
provide excellent support. The chair's
backrest is also adjustable, allowing
users to customize the angle of the
chair to their liking.



 About this chair 
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 The LAKERA chair is a sleek and modern chair designed for comfort and style.
The LAKERA  chair is made of high-quality materials, including premium leather
upholstery and durable steel frame. The leather upholstery is available in
different colors and finishes, providing a range of options to match different
decor styles. The Mad Joker chair is a versatile piece of furniture that can be
used in various settings, including living rooms, bedrooms, and home offices. It
is also suitable for commercial spaces like waiting areas and lounges.Overall, the
LAKERA chair is a stylish and comfortable piece of furniture that can add a
touch of modern sophistication to any space. Its unique design, adjustable
backrest, and high-quality materials make it a great choice for people who value
both style and comfort.



RELAXING CHAIR  
QUALITY AND BEAUTY COME FIRST
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 Usage Area
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 Living room:  The LAKERA chair is an
ideal addition to any living room,
providing a stylish and comfortable
seating option for family members and
guests. Its unique design and range of
upholstery options make it easy to
integrate into different decor styles.

 

 Entertainment room: The chair can
also be used in an entertainment
room as a comfortable and stylish
seating option for watching movies
or playing video games.

 Lounge or waiting area: The chair's
unique design and comfort make it
an excellent choice for commercial
spaces like hotel lobbies, waiting
areas, and lounges.

 Home office: The LAKERA chair is
also suitable for use in a home
office, providing a comfortable
seating option for extended
periods of work or study.
 



DIMENSIONS
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